June

The children will be welcomed by their respective class teachers. First two days will include the introduction of the teacher and the students, collection of books, story time and indoor games.

PROJECT: - COMMUNITY HELPERS
The community helpers will be introduced and explained in detail-
1) Florist 2) Sweeper 3) Farmer 4) Green Grocer 5) Fruiterer 6) Mechanic

ACADEMICS
Reading – Revision of Phonic sounds & blends (a,e,i,o,u) .
Revision of sight words – he, me, we, the, she, you, and.
Revision of “a” vowel blends & reading “a” vowel three letter words
Written – A – Z, a – z and Aa – Zz will be written in the class work notebooks as revision.
Blends in MR Script.

Number Work-
Orals - 1-100
Written - 1-20

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :- Related to the topic.
Art & Craft :- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Special Activity – Children will come dressed up as community helpers as planned in the time table & speak few lines about the same.
PROJECT: - Myself

**Information**
- Body parts and its functions.
- Sensory organs and their functions.
- Personal hygiene. Good manners
- My family – Types of families and family tree.
- My school – Names of heads, different areas in school.
- My house – Kinds of houses, special houses & rooms in the house
- My city – Name of the city and special sites.

**Concepts**

1) Tidy-untidy. 2) Salty-sweet-sour-bitter. 3) Pleasant-unpleasant smell. 4) Happy-sad.

**ACADEMICS**

**Reading** of three letter words with *vowel “o”*

**Written** – “a” vowel, blends, words, rhyming words and sentences.

**Number Work** –
- Orals – Saying numbers 1 to 100
- Written - 21 –50, dodging numbers, pairing, count & write (1 – 10)

**E.V.S :** All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.

**Colouring :** All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.

**Music :** All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.

**Story :** Related to the topic.

**Art & Craft:** All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

**Special Activity**

- Models of different types of houses are made by children & display of the same is arranged.

**Celebrations**
- Palkhi, Guru Pournima

**Field trip:** - Project related - (My School)

Our School Campus, Classrooms, Principal’s office, School’s office, Lawns, Garden, Parking area etc. will be shown to the children.
August

**PROJECT: - Rain & Water**

**Information on-**
- Water cycle
- Sources of water
- Uses of water
- Properties of water
- Rainy creatures
- States of water
- Purification of water

**Concepts** – Full / half / empty, soluble / insoluble, float / sink, wet / dry.

**ACADEMICS**

**Reading**
- Mixed ‘a’ & ‘o’ vowel words
- “i” vowel blends, “i” vowel words, Rhyming words and Sentences

**Writing**
- “i” vowel blends, “i” vowel words and Rhyming words

**Number Work** –
- Writing numbers 51 to 60
- Introduction to after numbers – 1 to 10.
- Dodging numbers – 1 to 60.

**E.V.S :-** All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.

**Colouring :-** All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.

**Music :-** All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.

**Story :-** Related to the topic.

**Art & Craft:-** All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

**Special Activity** –
- Project display will be put up by the teachers showing different sources & uses of water.

**Celebrations:-**
- Nagpanchami, Independence Day, Rakhi Pournima, Gokulashtami
September

**PROJECT – Plants & Flowers**

**Information:**

**Topics to be covered in plants:**
- What are plants + Introduction
- Germination
- Parts & Functions of plants
- Types of plants
- Uses & products of plants

**Topics to be covered in flowers:**
- Names of flowers
- Uses and products of flowers
- Value education

**Concepts:**
1) Strong & weak. 2) Above & under. 3) Single & bunch. 4) One & many.

**ACADEMICS**

**Language:**

**Reading**
- Days of the week (Revision), Colours (Revision)
- ‘II’ words, ‘all’ words, ‘u’ vowel blends and words
- ‘u’ vowel rhyming words & sentences, Mixed words a,o,i,u vowel

**Written**

**All Language Workbook pages related to vowel “u”**

**Number Work:**
- Number writing – 1 – 60, Introducing 61 – 70, Number Names – 1 – 5
- Introduction to between numbers, Dodging numbers 1 – 30
- Count and write 1 – 20, Backward numbers 10 - 1

**E.V.S:** All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.

**Colouring:** All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.

**Music:** All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.

**Story:** Related to the topic.

**Art & Craft:** All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

**Special Activity:**
- A “flower show” will be put up by the teachers. Different varieties, uses and products of plants and flowers will be displayed in a creative manner. The display will be organized during the parent-teacher meeting so parents can also view it.
- The germination activity will be done by each child. After a week, children will carry the baby plants home.

**Celebrations:**
- Ganeshotsav will be celebrated in the school. Children will be given information about Lord Ganesha. Twelve names of Lord Ganesha will be taught to them. Aarti will be performed everyday.

**Competition:**
- 1) The Drawing and Colouring competition will be conducted on account of ‘Teacher’s Day’.
2) Shloka competition will be conducted during Ganapati celebration.

**October**

There will be no project in the month of October.
Revision of all the portion covered in the 1\textsuperscript{st} term in English Language & Number Work. Oral evaluation and assessment in different areas of development like physical, cognitive

**Revision** –
- Mixed words of a, i, o, u vowels will be taken.
- ‘e’ vowel blends and words will be introduced.
- ‘e’ vowel blends – e’ vowel words
- ‘e’ vowel rhyming words, jumbled words and sentence writing will be done.

**Number Work** –
Revision – 1) numbers – 1 to 70. 2) after / between numbers. 3) values.
4) number names – 1 to 5

**Celebrations** –
Bhondala will be celebrated in the school. Children will come in festive dresses and perform the Saraswati pujan.

**Ist Term Evaluation:**

**Assessment** of Physical Development (gross & finer motor skills), Social Development, Personality Development, Cognitive skills like memory imagination, classification, discrimination seriation etc. will be individually taken.
Orals on E.V.S. portion covered in 1\textsuperscript{st} term.
Written test of 50 mark each in English language & number work activity sheets.
November

Project - Vehicles

Information
- Introduction to Roadways- 2, 3, 4, 6 and many wheelers.
  Vehicles that run with / without fuel.
- Introduction to Railways. Special Trains.
- Trains running on coal, diesel and electricity.
  Introduction to Airways.
  Introduction to Waterways.
- Value education, Traffic Rules.
- New vocabulary introduced related to the project.

Concepts- Slow / Fast, Heavy / Light.

ACADEMICS

Language –
Reading
  ‘oo’ words, Picture Talk, Months of the year., Our Pet Nutty
  ‘ch’ words ‘sh’- words
Revision of mixed words of a, i, o, u, e vowels will be taught.

Number Work –
- Introduction to Number names – 6 – 10. Revision of Number names – 1 – 5.
- Dodging numbers – 1 – 70. Backward numbers – 20 – 1.
- Introduction to before numbers – 1-10

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :- Related to the topic.
Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic and also a special
  Dawai related craft activity like greeting card or lantern.

Celebrations – The children’s week will be celebrated on occasion of ‘Children’s Day’s with
  great enthusiasm. A special attraction will be scheduled for the children like Magic Show, or
  Dramatization by the teachers on this day.

Diwali party on the last working day. Diwali Party will be celebrated in the school. Children will
wear festive dresses and view the common crackers burst in the courtyard. All the classrooms ill
be decorated with lanterns and rangolies. Packet of chiwada and karanji will be distributed to all
the children by the school. Information about Diwali and precautions to be taken during
celebrations will be told to all the children.
Competition

Story telling Competition
Story telling competition will be conducted for the Sr. KG. section. Attractive aids like glove puppets, flash cards will be prepared by the parents to make the stories more interesting.

Inter Class Quiz competition
Quiz competition will be conducted in this month

Intra Class Handwriting Competition
The Handwriting Competition will be conducted.

Sports -
A sports week will be celebrated with different sports activities for boys & girls along with a relay race. It will be followed by final Sports Day on the ground.

PTM – The report day for Sr. KG. will be scheduled in this month. Teachers will communicate individually with the parents about their child’s academic progress.
December

PROJECT – Vehicles (continued)

Project Information:- Topics to be covered in Vehicles: -
  o Revision of Roadways, Railways, Airways & Waterways in detail.
  o Value Education – Safety Rules

ACADEMICS

Language: -
Reading:-
  “ck” words, “fl” words, ”pl” words
  Introduction to articles, Introduction to Singular / Plural, Introduction to Prepositions.

Number Work:-
  Number writing – 71 – 80, Revision of after and between numbers (1 - 20)
  Backward numbers 20 – 1, Dodging numbers 1 – 80, Seriation.

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :-Related to the topic.
Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Celebrations: -
Christmas will be as celebrated by all the sections. A Christmas Party will be planned on 24th December along with a puppet show, Christmas carols, dance, tattoos etc. One teacher will dress up as Santa Claus and two teachers as fairies. They will welcome the children in the morning and greet them in their classes too.

CLASS PHOTOGRAPH :- Class photographs for the entire Sr.KG will be clicked.
January

PROJECT: - Vegetables & Fruits

Information

Topics to be covered in EVS –
- Introduction to Vegetables & their names.
- Types of Vegetables. (fruit vegetables, root vegetables, leafy vegetables, tubers)
- Vegetables that can be eaten raw.
- Introduction to fruits – Why do we eat fruits?
- Names of fruits.
- Fruit products.

Concepts covered – raw-ripe, soft-hard, kilo-dozen

ACADEMICS

Language
Reading
“st”words, “dr” words, “gr” words, Magic “e” words.
Revision of mixed words of a, i, o, u, e and vowels will be taken.
1) Sentence writing on ‘Myself’.
2) Questions & answers on ‘Myself’

Number Work –
- Number writing 81 – 90
- Introduction to Number names – 11 – 15.
- Revision of Number names – 1 – 10.
- Dodging numbers – 1 – 80.
- Backward numbers – 20 – 1.
- Introduction to before numbers – 1-20.
- Introduction to smaller and bigger number.

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :-Related to the topic.
Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Picnic & Celebrations –
Makar Sankrant will be celebrated in the school Tilgul will be distributed in all the classes.
Children will wear festive dresses.
On Republic Day KG section would present an item to be presented before the audience on the Flag Hoisting Ground.
February

PROJECT: - FOOD WE EAT

Information
- Introduction – Why do we eat food? Instant / Fast food
- Types of food – Veg / Non-veg. Preserved food.
- Healthy food. Concept – Fresh / Stale
- Junk food. Value Education

ACADEMICS
Language:-
Reading:-
  tr”words, “ing” words, Magic “e”words
Writing:- Revision of sentence writing and question answers on “Myself“. Introduction to sentence writing on “My pet”.

Number Work –
- Number writing – 91 – 100, introduction to HTU
- Introduction to bigger / smaller numbers.
- Introduction to signs - >, <, =.

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Fun Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :-Related to the topic.
Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic

Special Activity – A project display will be arranged by the Sr.KG. teachers on ‘Food We Eat’. Actual food items will be displayed under different topics like vegetarian, non-vegetarian, healthy food, junk food, instant food, preserved food, concept & value education. Various charts & models will be displayed. Sandwich making activity will be conducted. Children will be asked to get cut slices of cucumber, tomato & potato. Bread, loaves, butter & chutni will be provided by the school. Children can enjoy making & eating the sandwiches.

Dramatization – A small skit on the project ‘Food We Eat’ will be presented by the Sr. KG. teachers. It will help the children to understand the benefits of eating healthy food & the consequences of eating junk food.

Celebrations – A colour week will be celebrated by the pre-primary children on account of ‘Basant Panchami’. The children, teachers & the other staff members will be dressed in the respective colours every day. Children will be told the significance & many interesting facts about each colour every day during the morning prayers. Children will be told to get any one object of the particular colour & speak a few lines on it.
March/April

PROJECT: - ANIMALS (Birds, insects, reptiles, aquatic animals)

Information
- Introduction to Birds
- Body parts of Birds
- Largest, smallest and fastest running bird.
- Birds that cannot fly.
- Introduction to insects.
- Harmful, useful insects.
- Introduction to Reptiles
- Body parts of Reptiles
- Introduction to Aquatic animals
- Body parts of a fish

Concepts – Swift / slow, harmful / useful

ACADEMICS
Reading :- Revision will be done on the board.
- Revision of ‘Myself’ & ‘My Pet’.
- Rhyming words, Jumbled Letters.
- Revision of Singular / Plural, articles, question / answers.

Number Work –
- Revision of Numbers – 1 – 100.
- Revision of Number Names – 1 – 20.
- Revision of Signs.
- Introduction to Addition.

E.V.S :- All the pages in our EVS work book related to the topic.
Colouring :- All the pages in our Drawing book related to the topic.
Music :- All the songs from our Rhyme book related to the topic.
Story :- Related to the topic.
Art & Craft:- All the craft activities from our Craft book related to the topic.

Celebrations – A fun week will be celebrated from 1st April to 9th April. The activities will include making a straw house, blow painting, Mosaic, Making of an ice – cream cone, water play and slide show. The fun week will conclude with the ice-cream party on the last day.

Special Activity -
1. Medical examination will be conducted for all the students.
2. A 15 days Summer Camp will be conducted in the month of April. Activities like drawing and craft activities, slide shows, dramatization, making quick snacks etc would be conducted.

Assessment of Physical Development (gross & finer motor skills), Social Development, Personality Development, Cognitive skills like memory imagination, classification, discrimination, seriation etc. will be individually taken.
Orals on E.V.S. portion covered in 1st term.
Written test of 50 mark each in English language & number work activity sheets.